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The end-replication problem

Weinberg, la biologia del cancro
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Telomeri e telomerasi

Elizabeth Blackburn studied the single-cell
organism Tetrahymena thermophila and 
had found that the ends of chromosomes
contain a short DNA sequence repeated
many times.

Jack Szostak studied yeast cells and 
observed that linear artificial
minichromosomes were rapidly degraded. 
Together they decided to test if telomere
DNA from Tetrahymena could protect
minichromosomes in yeast.

Carol Greider and Elizabeth 
Blackburn asked if an enzyme might
synthesize telomeres.
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La telomerasi è 
una trascrittasi inversa

Weinberg, la biologia del cancro



La telomerasi

Meyerson et al., 1997

Ricerca del gene per la telomerasi umana per 
omologia con quella di lievito e di Euplotes
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Expression of hEST2 in normal and cancer cells
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Expression of hEST2 in primary tumors

85-90% dei tumori umani sono 
positivi alla telomerasi

Hanno telomeri lunghi?
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La telomerasi
Expression of hEST2 and 
telomerase activity
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Expression of hEST2 during cell differentiation



Inattivazione della telomerasi e 
senescenza

Szostak et al., 2010; Armstrong and Tomita, 2017
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Yeast as a model to study 
replicative senescence

GRADUAL AND PROGTESSIVE TELOMERE SHORTENING
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La telomerasi

Maciejowski and de Lange, 2018 


